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More new ideas from 
Demarle!

The chef’s recipe : citrus fruits rule!
Portrait of a lady’s chef
Focus on the Flexipan® ©Rings range!
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“What is your professional 
background?”
I started pastry at the age of 19 in 
Monterrey, in Mexico, where my 
parents had a French Pâtisserie called 
“Maricù La Baguette”. Instead of going 
to university, I started to learn the art of 
French Pâtisserie at the Lenôtre school 
in Paris in 1979 and 1980.  

For just one season, I worked as an 
apprentice at Pâtisserie Pelletier, rue 
de Sèvres.
On returning to Mexico, I opened my 
own shop where I offered French 
pastries and pastry courses. I gradually 
started to realise that I really liked 
it.  When my daughter was born, 
I decided to sell my business and 
devote myself entirely to teaching by 
opening the very first professional 
school dedicated to pastry in Mexico. 
I myself continued to study at some of 
the most prestigious schools including 

the French Pastry School in Chicago. 
I competed in several competitions in 
Mexico and I was also a competition 
judge, in particular for the 1st edition 
of the World Sugar Art Competition 
in Paris. I have also been accepted 
as a member of the French Culinary 
Academy.

Today, I have my own school the 
“Centro de Artes Culinarias Maricu”, 
my specialised establishment “Maricu 
Gourmet” and three pastry shops in 
Mexico.  I was voted Chef of the Year 
in 2010 by the Vatel Club and last but 
not least, I am also a TV broadcaster 
on Pastry.

“How did you discover 
Demarle products?”
I’ve known them for a long time, 
especially when I was studying at 
Lenôtre. I started by working with 
Silpat® and gradually I discovered 
the extremely varied Flexipan® range.  
The great thing is that there is always 
something new and original.

“Why do you prefer using 
Flexipan®?”
I love them not only as they are so 
easy to use and the results obtained 
are simply perfection but also because 
of the variety of presentations that the 
range offers. 

“Do you have an anecdote to 
share with us?”
I am very proud of what I have 
accomplished. Thanks to my 
relationship with Demarle, the school 
has just about all the Flexipan® shapes.  
When chefs come from abroad they 
find it hard to believe that we have all 
the products necessary to facilitate 
their work.

“What are your projects for the 
future?”
I really want my school to continue 
to prosper by always inviting the 
greatest chefs, keeping myself up to 
speed where the evolution of pastry 
is concerned, particularly during my 
travels.  And, finally,  I hope to soon 
publish my first book ...

Centro de Artes Culinarias 
Agua 145
Col. Jardines del Pedregal
CP 01900 MEXICO D.F.
MEXICO
Tel: + 55 56 83 22 84
www.maricu.com.mx 

Maricu Ortiz:
A lady’s talent

• POLAGRA
12th - 16th September 2010
Poznan - Poland
Stand 27 -  Hall 9
www.polagra-tech.pl

• IBIE
26th - 29th September 2010
Las Vegas - USA
Stand 9230 - Hall C4
www.bakingexpo.org

• SÜDBACK
16th - 19th October 2010
Stuttgart - Germany
Stand C59  - Pavillon 9
www.suedback.de

• Equip’hotel
14th - 18th November 2010
Paris - Porte de Versailles
Stand N74 - Hall 7.3
www.equiphotel.com

DEMARLE S.A.S.
 
Parc d’activité des Ansereuilles
59 136 WAVRIN - FRANCE

Tel.: + 33 (0) 3 20 58 83 84
Fax: + 33 (0) 3 20 58 74 70

E-mail: demarle@demarle.fr

Web Site: www.demarle.com

Publication editor: 
Christine Bauden

Redaction/Conception: 
Séverine Engels

Photos: Demarle
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September 2010

Do not hesitate to contact your 
distributor for further information:
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Notebook

Self taught, Maricu Ortiz loves learning and passing on her love for Pâtisserie.  
Accomplished woman and mother, she puts her heart into being ahead of the game 
and ensuring that her small company is constantly on the move!
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Recipe of the Chef

Citrus Crown

Thierry Mastain
Teacher in the Catering 
School Notre Dame de La 
Providence in Orchies, in 
France

Recipe for
6 Tarts
References used for the tarts:
Flexipan® ©St Honoré Crown
REF. 1179
6 indents
ø 150 mm Depth 26 mm

Flexipan® Half-Spheres
REF. 1268
24 indents
ø 70 mm Depth 40 mm

References used for the individual 
tartlets:
Flexipan® ©Mini-St Honoré
Crown
REF. 1189
18 indents
ø 80 mm Depth 20 mm
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About 
savoury...

In the new book “Greedy 
Secrets”, you will discover 
a host of savoury recipes 
bursting with originality.  Not 
only great ideas for plated 
starters and petits-fours but 
also savoury tarts developed 
by Frédéric Bourse and 
Marianne Dufour.

Take the Mousse Trio on Toast 
for example:  bake a “Toast” 
loaf in the Flexipan® Log 
insert mould and then pour 
the 3 Vegetable Terrine into 
the same indents. Finish off 
by placing one on top of the 
other!

Another tip: The “Ready to 
Eat”, an original idea that uses 
a square loaf to contain a fresh 
pasta salad.  In keeping with 
the Box trend, here’s one that 
can actually be eaten! 

With our Rings, here are some 
ideas that will make your head spin!

The concept is really simple:  the 
rings are available in three different 
diameters and are presented either 
as a 600 x 400 mm tray with two 
rings (Ref. 1177) or as individual 
mould with three rings (Ref. FM 400 
and FM 402). 

Flexipan® ©2 Rings Ref. 1177

600 x 400 mm  6 indents

ø 180 - 120 mm depth 15 mm

Vol. 230 ml

Individual moulds Flexipan® 

©3 Rings

ø 200 - 140 - 80 mm depth 15 mm

Vol. 280 ml - Ref. FM 400

ø 220 - 160 - 100 mm depth 15 mm

Vol. 350 ml - Ref. FM 402

The principal: assemble the 
preparation of your choice in the 
chosen diameter and make new-
look sweet or savoury tarts and 
desserts. 

You will obtain original fillings and 
decors for your sweets by moulding 
rings using  different flavours and 
textures in the different diameters 
available.

For example, you can mould a 
nougat ice or a rice pudding for an 
original dessert served on plate.

For a savoury alternative, try 
moulding moist tomato and thyme 
dough in the largest ring.
Let your creativity and imagination 
run wild with endless possibilities!

The Flexipan® ©Rings enables you to make tarts and sweets with ease.  As they are so modifiable, with one, two 
or three rings your creativity will be limitless.  Let’s take a look at a few examples ...

Focus on our new Relief Pastry Mats

This looks like a book but it is an 
easel!

Demarle is proud to present its latest 
publication: “Greedy Secrets” by 4 
chefs.
Thierry Mastain, teacher at the  
Catering College in Orchies, Pascal 
Tepper, Best French Craftsman in 
Bakery in 2000, Frédéric Bourse, 
l’Atelier del Gusto in Italy, and Marianne 
Dufour, technical consultant at Demarle, 
put all of their expertise and talent into 
the preparation of recipes, each one 
more creative than the others!

Cuisine, Pastry, Bakery, the world of Food 
and Catering is reconsidered in different 
shapes, colours and textures.
The layout leaves a special place for 
photography, not only of the creations, 
but also the most important steps of 
each recipe. 

Demarle also gives you other options 
how to use the products. Every part 
stands out clearly thanks to chapters with 
different colours.

An unusual form of 
presentation !
The recipes are presented in a brand 
new easel form, that will stand on the 
worktop of any Pastry, Bakery or Cuisine 
laboratory. 

Thanks to its plastic coated pages, you 
can easily use and re-use it without being 
afraid of damaging it.

Discover the chef’s secrets and enjoy 
delicious gourmet moments!
This book is available at all your usual 
distributors.

«Greedy secrets by four chefs »
Available in French-English 

DOC 3300 FR-GB 00

Here is our brand new book:

Greedy Secrets
With the latest Demarle edition «Greedy Secrets», discover the chef’s secrets! 
Let yourself be tempted by Good Food...

Flexi’mag
advice

«Greedy Secrets» is also 
on sale on our website 
www.demarle.com !  

Relief Mat ©Halloween Ref. TF 1020
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Flexi’mag
Tricks and tips
This recipe can also be made by 
moulding the Vanilla Parfait into  the 
©Mini- St Honoré Crown ref. 1189 
and replacing the Gênes Sponge by 
shortbread baked into the round 
indent ref. 1299.

1- Crumble
120 g butter
60 g sugar 
145 g flour
1 orange zest

• Soften the butter slightly then add the sugar 
and the zest.
Add the flour and work until you obtain coarse 
crumbs.
Set to one side in the fridge. 

2- Gênes Sponge (for one tray)
255 g almond paste 50%
340 g whole eggs
100 g flour
2 g  baking powder
125 g butter
40 g Boiron® Mandarin orange concentrate

• Loosen the almond paste with an egg then 
gradually add the remaining eggs.
Whisk well before adding the flour sifted with the 
baking powder.
Finally, add the butter and the Mandarin orange 
concentrate.  Fill the Flexipan® St. Honoré Crown 
(Ref. 1179) 3⁄4 full and cover with the crumble.

Bake at 180°C for 15 to 18 minutes, key open.
Leave to cool for 5 minutes before unmoulding by 
turning the tray upside down.

3- Citrus Coulis (45 g per tart)
175 g Boiron® Exotic Fruit Purée
125 g orange and lemon juice (from the 
grated fruit) 
40 g sugar
7 g gelatine

• Heat the purée at 50°C with the citrus juices 
and the sugar.
Add the soaked and squeezed gelatine to the 
mixture.
Pour into the middle of the baked Gênes sponge.
Leave to cool.

4- Vanilla Parfait with Citrus Zests.
(for one half-sphere tray)
90 g water
60 g orange juice
1 vanilla pod
1 lime zest
1 orange zest
260 g sugar
200 g egg yolks
14 g gelatine
730 g whipped cream

• Bring the water, orange juice, the split and 
scraped vanilla pod, the zests and the sugar to 
the boil.
Pour the syrup on the egg yolks and poach 
together at 85°C. Cool with the beater.  Add 
the soaked and squeezed gelatine to the bomb 
paste.  
After cooling, fold in the froth whipped cream 
and gently pour into the Flexipan® Half-Spheres    
(Ref. 1268). Freeze.   

5- Assembly
900 g fresh raspberries
Neutral glaze
Crushed pistachio nuts
Citrus zests

• Coat the Parfait Dome with the neutral glaze.  
Pour the citrus coulis into the middle of the tart.

Add a crown of raspberries and decorate with 
crushed pistachios. Top with the orange and 
lemon zests.

Relief Mat ©Rising Sun 
Ref. TF 1010

SF 1162
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With Halloween approaching, here 
is a Relief Pastry Mat perfectly 
adapted for the occasion. Thanks to 
its amusing and original patterns 
you can make bands of sponge 
cake to decorate your desserts or 
cut into portions after assembling 
your dessert in a frame. 

Frédéric Bourse developed the 
©Rings concept with Demarle.

A savoury version with a 
Provençal Tart.

For the Pear Tart use the large 
and the small diameters.

The two smaller rings are inside and the third decorates the top.

This new Relief Mat will 
bring a certain elegance 
to your cakes. When 
assembled in a frame, 
your sweets can be cut 
up into portions easily.  
The motif alone serves as 
decoration.

FP 1148

FM 0500

FP 1194


